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Urban hierarchies, typologies
and classification in early
medieval India: c. 750-1200

RENU THAKUR*

The origins and growth of the city in history was primarily a result of the
increased complexities of social organization. It represented a new form of
settlement, having specialized crafts, industries, markets, administrative
apparatus, temples and educational institutions, and accordingly per-
formed different functions—economic, religious, educational, cultural and
administrative. Functional variations among urban centres resulted from
these multiple roles since cities neither performed a single function exclu-
sively, nor combined commercial, administrative, educational or other
functional activities in the same proportions. Thus a simple urban typology
which labels an urban centre as, say, administrative, overlooks and so
downgrades the complementary cultural or commercial roles which it also
discharged.

Sources both literary and epigraphic indicate that some classification of
towns existed in the early medieval period. From among the literary
sources a select number of authoritative architectural treatises composed
during the period c. 750-1200 form the basis of this study. These include the
Manasara, Mayamata, Samaranganasutradhara and Aparajitaprccha. These nor-
mative texts contain useful material on towns and their planning, villages,
building processes, palaces, temples, and dwellings. Of these texts the
Manasara) which contains seventy chapters, is perhaps the prime source of
inspiration for others. Chapter x deals primarily with towns and forts, and
chapter XL is concerned with the royal palaces.2 P.K. Acharya, the editor,
translator and commentator of the Manasara, believes that the work was

* I would like to thank Dr Laxman Singh Thakur and Dr Chetan Singh for their comments on
an earlier draft.

1 P.K. Acharya (trans.), Architecture of Manasara, Manasara series: vol. iv (rpt. New Delhi,
1980).

2 Ibid., ch. x, 93-8, and ch. XL, 423-31.
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composed between AD 500-700, though this early date has been challenged
by both Bhattacharyya and Dagens3 who are more inclined to locate it in
the early eleventh century as more or less contemporary with the Mayamata.
In the Mayamata* a Saivite agamic work divided into thirty-six chapters,
only chapters 9 and 10 deal with towns and cities,5 and two later south
Indian texts or vastusastras, the Isanasivagurudevapaddhati and Silparatna,
have borrowed heavily from it.

The Samaranganasutradhara6 has been assigned to Bhojadeva, the Parama
a king of Malwa in the first part of the eleventh century, and is an unfinished
text of eighty-three chapters of which only four deal with the planning of
royal palaces, various kinds of towns and their synonyms, buildings asso-
ciated with king's house, and eight features of town planning, and the
architecture of a city. The Aparajitaprccha,7 a text which dates from c. 1100-
1250 according to Mankad, was composed more than a century after the
Samaranganasutradhara. Its author, Bhuvandeva, has utilized several works
such as Jayaprccha, Visvakarmavastusastra, many puranas and also the Sama-
ranganasutradhara itself where chapters 70-3 and 107 describe the hierarchy
of towns and various types of houses and royal palaces.

Several epithets for the city are found both in literary sources such as the
architectural treatises cited above, and in numerous inscriptions on monu-
ments, artefacts and buildings. These epithets include rajadhani, mahana-
gara, nagara, pura, pattana, bananjuvattana, erivirapattana, skandhavara,
khetaka, kuta, kharvata and nigama. The primacy of some elements, either
commerce or religion, administration or education can be attached to each
urban settlement according to the epithet employed. But city structure is
very complex. To understand the structure in its entirety, various compo-
nents need to be analysed within a common conceptual framework.

Numerous factors were responsible for the rise and development of
cities. The primary necessities such as the availability of surplus food for a
non-agricultural population, the existence of a mercantile class, and some
kind of administrative apparatus were essential requisites of non-agricultural
settlements. Even though some towns prospered primarily on trade and
commerce, and in others religion played a significant part in their develop-
ment as urban centres, the basic requirements of urban food supply was
common to all. For example, the early medieval temple-centres attracted

3 T. Bhattacharyya, The Canons of Indian Art (Calcutta, 1963), 183-95; B. Dagens (trans.),
Mayamata: An Indian Treatise on Housing Architecture and Iconography (New Delhi, 1985),
viii.

4 For an English translation see Dagens, ibid. The Sanskrit passages have been quoted
from B. Dagens (ed.), Mayamata, 2 vols (Pondicherry, 1970,1976).

5 Ibid., vol. 1,106-81.
6 V.S. Agrawala (ed.), Samaranganasutradhara of Maharajadhiraja Bhoja (Baroda, 1966). See

chs 15,18,30 and 45.
7 P.A. Mankad (ed.), Aprajitaprccha of Bhuvandeva (Baroda, 1950), xii.
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large numbers of people, but this initial urbanization depended heavily on
a food surplus produced by rural communities in the surrounding areas.
The purchase, sale and distribution of food and other products of this rural
hinterland was conditional on the activities of a mercantile class and on
some kind of administrative structure to underpin the maintenance of law
and order in places which were essentially temple-centres.

Urban centres between c. 750-12008 can be classified broadly into five
different categories: (i) trade centres, (ii) capital towns, (iii) administrative
towns, (iv) religious centres, and (v) educational centres (see Table 1 and
Figure 1).

Table 1: Five main types of urban centres and their sub-categories in early medieval India

Types of
urban centres

Trade
Centres

Early medieval nagara

Indian urban

centres and

their sub-

categories

nagaram

managram

putabheda

dronamukha

pattana

pattinam

bananjuvattana

erivirapattana

grama*

Capital
towns

pura

rajadhani

rajadhani

pattana

Administrative
towns

sibira

senamukha

sthaniya

skandhavara

jaya-skandhavara

pura

nagara

Religious
centres

tirtha

puram

Educational
centres

agrahara

brahmadeya

matha

vihara

vidyasthana

'See note 93.

Ramachandran suggests classification of the cities, based on their site characteristics
such as sea front, lake front, river front, flat land or hilly cities, or these may be classified
on the basis of their social attributes such as Hindu cities, Muslim cities, Christian cities
or Sikh cities, see his Urbanization and Urban Systems in India (Delhi, 1989), 187. The latter
classification seems irrelevant in the early medieval context considering the social
mobility among the people of different social groups.
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The trade centres are referred to in the sources mainly as nagaram,9

putabedha,10 dronamukha," pattana,12 bananjuvattana13 and erivirapattana.H

Terms such as sibira,15 senamukha,16 sthaniya}7 skandhavara,™ durga,i9 pura,20

and nagaran connote combined administrative and military centres. The
capital towns are referred to mainly as rajadhanis.22 The places of pilgrimage

9 Nagarams mainly represented the market centres in south India.
10 Samaranganasutradhara, ch. xvni, 5.
11 An inscription of the reign of Sankana and Sinda Vikramaditya, Saka 1102, Epigraphia

Indica, vol. XK, 233,1.15 says: 'nagaram-madamb-aughadim hide cheluvam teleda
dronamukha-sreniym-eseva nadi-jakdim bhuri bhumamda'. The Mayamata also refers to such
towns which extend (both) along the right and left banks of a river and which is
frequently visited by traders of all sorts and people of all classes live here, ch. x, 32.

12 Pattana is a town where products from other countries are found, there are shops and an
abundance of merchandise such as precious stones, grains, fine cloth and perfumes; it is
situated on the sea and extends along the coast, see Mayamata, ch. x, 28. Inscriptions also
refer to such towns situated on the sea coast and conducting commerce across the seas;
K.V. Ramesh and S.S. Ramchandra Murthy, The Ahadanakaram plates: a critical study",
Studies in Indian Epigraphy 1, (1975), 126.

13 These were market towns mainly found in Kamataka: see Indian Antiquary, vol. xiv
(1885), 19-25; also see O.P. Prasad, Decay and Revival of Urban Centres in Medieval South
India (AD. 600-1200) (Patna, 1989), 73-4.

14 These centres worked as 'inland ports' and were mainly located in remote and frontier
areas, see K.R. Hall, Trade and Statecraft in the Age of Colas (New Delhi, 1980), 142-3; also
see R. Champaklakshmi, "Urbanization in medieval Tamil Nadu', in S. Bhattacharya and
R. Thapar (eds), Situating Indian History for Sarvepalli Gopal (Delhi, 1986), 67.

15 Sibira is an army camp situated in proximity to the realm of an enemy prince, and is
provided with everything necessary for war and accommodates the army and
commander-in-chief, see Mayamata, ch. x, 29-30; Manasara, ch. x, 67-9.

16 The Mayamata refers to this place as a settlement having royal palace with a
well-fortified garrison; the people of all classes live here, ch. x, 30b-31a; Manasara, ch. x,
70-1 refers to it as an outpost which has many defences and contains a diverse
population.

17 Sthaniya is a town founded by the king and situated beside a river or near a mountain; it
has a royal palace and a large garrison, see Mayamata, ch. x; 31b-32a; Manasara, ch. x,
72-4 refers to it as a fort.

18 Skandhavara or military camp; these camps, at times, functioned as the capitals of the
kings; see Mayamata, ch. x, 35b-36a; Manasara, ch. x refers to it as a fort.

19 Indian Antiquary, vol. xv (1886), 36.
20 Pura has been referred to as a town mainly concerned with political and administrative

activities, though socio-economic functions are not ruled out. See Aparajitaprccha, chs u,
17 and LXXTI, 33-40. It has been referred to as a centre of administration not very different
from nagara; whereas Manasara, ch. x, 53-5 refers to pura as a town furnished with
orchards and gardens, with the dwellings of a varied population, frequented by buyers
and sellers and having the noise of trading folk and temples of seven gods.

21 Nagara is represented as a centre of administration, though not a centre of the highest
ruling authority. See Aparajitaprccha, ch. LXX, 1,3,16, whereas Manasara, ch. x, 56 refers
to nagari as the same as pura with only a royal palace inside it; the Mayamata,
ch. x, 21b-26a refers to it as a centre of administration situated in a forested country with
houses for all classes and shops.

22 Rajadhani is a heavily populated place, with a royal palace situated in the middle of the
kingdom. See Mayamata, ch. x, 19,21-6. The Manasara also refers to rajadhani as having
the king's palace in the centre inhabited by the wealthy people and laid out on the
banks of the river, ch. x, 44-7. However, the Aparajitaprccha does not refer to rajadhani. In
this text pura served as a capital town (ch. n, 17) and nagara as residence (nivesa) of small
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Figure 1: Five main categories of urban centres in early medieval India,
c. 750-1200. Note: The external boundary is based on a Survey of India
Topo map, 1990. The location of a few places is tentative.
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are mentioned as tirtha23 and puratn.24 Agraharas25 and tnathas26 played an
important role as centres of educational activity, and accordingly as a focus
for urban development (see Table 1).

The broad categorization suggested above shows that towns performed
multiple functions during the early medieval period. Each category, how-
ever, requires closer scrutiny and detailed analysis.

Trade centres
That the epithet pattana mainly denoted the commercial nature of the town
is clear from contemporary sources. The Mayamata refers to pattana as a
town inhabited by people of all classes and where there was an abundance
of merchandise such as precious stones, grains, fine cloth and perfumes.
The text further expounds that such towns were situated by the sea and
extended along the coast (sagaravelabhyase).27 The Samaranganasutradhara
refers to pattana as a residence of the king, while distinguishing it from the
rajadhani or capital town.28 However, the same text refers to putabedha as a
market town full of merchants (bahusphitavanigyuktam). These centres were
first-rank urban centres which were visited frequently by merchants, and
at times functioned as centres of wholesale trade. Another kind of commer-
cial town was the dronamukha. Such towns were situated on the right and
left banks of rivers and were visited by traders of all sorts and inhabited by
people of all classes.29 Arguably, these towns functioned as port towns due
to their strategic location.

The actual meaning of these epithets becomes much clearer when they
are used with the place names as suffix. The ninth-century Ahadanakaram
plates refer to a town, Prithvipallavapattana, which conducted commercial
activity across the seas.30 The same set of epigraphs refer to another town,

rulers (nrpa), ch. LXX, 1. The Samaranganasutradhara refers to rajadhani as the chief seat of
a king, see ch. xvin, 2.

23 Tirthas or sacred places also developed into towns on account of regular traffic of
pilgrims to these places, see Epigraphia Indica, vol. 1,129.

24 The suffix puram refers to the cultural importance of the towns. No doubt these also
served as centres of commerce and administration mainly in south India, see
Champaklakshmi, Urbanization in medieval Tamil Nadu', 67.

25 Agraharas and brahmadeyas were village gifted to brahmanas. Here the scholars used to
teach students and gradually some such centres developed into large educational
institutions to which students flocked from distant places.

26 The Silparatna describes the matha which is similar to vidyasthana and vihara. It is a
residential university where not only the learners reside but monks also lodge. This
definitely gave impetus to urban activity. See D.N. Shukla, Vatsu-sastra. Vol. 1: Hindu
Science of Architecture (Lucknow, n.d.), 255. Other texts such as the Mayamata, Manasara,
Samaranganasutradhara and Aparajitaprccha do not, however, refer to this town.

27 Mayamata, ch. x, 28.
28 Samaranganasutradhara, ch. xvm, 4-5.
29 Mayamata, ch. x, 32.
30 Ramesh and Ramchandra Murthy, The Ahadanakaram plates'.
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Renduvadalapattana, which functioned as an important mercantile town
where rich merchants and merchant-guilds participated in the town ad-
ministration.31 Tattanandapura, situated on the western bank of the Ganga,
has been described as a pattana with large and small roads leading to the
market area, and an important centre of trade during the Gurjara-Pratihara
rule.32 Siyadoni, another commercial centre (pattana) of the Gurjara Prati-
hara period, was intersected by roads, and the existence of shops and a
custom-house {siyadoni satkamandapika) suggests inter-regional trade con-
tacts.33 Two port cities of the Colas, Kaveripattinam and Nagapattinam,
were important commercial centres34 where both resident and non-resident
merchants were engaged in trade transactions which linked the products
of the Cola hinterland with international markets.35

Nagarams in south India served as market centres and undoubtedly
represented potential centres of urban growth. They functioned as common
markets for the local villages and nadus; and in some cases participated in
a wide network of inter-regional trade. Consequently nagarams like Tanja-
vur, Kanchi, Kottur and Virincipuram developed during the early medieval
period into important commercial centres36 often trading in goods which
were unavailable locally. Itinerant merchants enabled villages to develop
links with the nagarams, and in turn, these had links with larger trading
centres called erivirapattinam and managaram, where merchant-guilds con-
trolled all trade activities.37

In addition to these larger commercial centres there also existed banan-
juvattanas, large market towns mainly in the Karnataka region, dominated
by groups of merchants who often controlled the town administration.38 A
twelfth-century epigraph referred to Teridal as a large market town or
bananjuvattana full of money changers, adorned with much corn, milk, new
ornaments, various clothes and heaps of jewels.39 Merchants and merchant-
guilds controlled different activities of the towns. The merchants were
represented in the town assemblies and controlled matters affecting the

31 Ibid.,129.
32 Epigraphia Indica, vol. XDC, nos. 1-2,58-9.
33 Ibid., vol. I, nos. 2,11,17,162-79.
34 Pattinam were centres of exchange of foreign merchandise situated mainly on the

coastal areas, but interior towns with suffixes pattinam are also found in the sources, see
Champaklakshmi, Urbanization in medieval Tamil Nadu', 67, n. 164.

35 K.R. Hall, International trade and foreign diplomacy in early medieval south India',
Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, 21, pt.l (1978), 82.

36 Champaklakshmi, Urbanization in medieval Tamil Nadu', 34-105. See also K.R. Hall,
Trice-making and market hierarchy in early medieval south India', Indian Economic and
Social History Review, 14,2 (1977), 207-29.

37 Champaklakshmi, "Urbanization in medieval Tamil Nadu', 47.
38 Prasad, Decay and Revival in Medieval South India, 73-4.
39 Indian Antiquary, vol. xiv (1885), 19-25.
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interests of the mercantile community.40 The merchant-guilds, however,
controlled the whole organization of commodity distribution in a territory
and shared municipal duties with other administrative bodies such as the
mahajana. In northern India, however, where merchants did participate in
the town councils along with other urban residents, they did not wield
exclusive control of the town's affairs.

The erivirapattinams were urban settlements located mainly in remote
and frontier areas, and functioned as 'inland ports' in isolated locations
where market functions were critical.41 The sources indicate that these
centres were involved in active trade transactions between the nagaram on
the one hand and the pattana on the other, a position which allowed such
centres to participate in both realms of commercial exchange. Occasionally,
such centres were used as warehouses by itinerant traders, who defended
them with their own troops. Epigraphic and literary sources of the period
refer to a number of erivirapattinam existing in different parts of south
India.42

Places with the pura epithet in some instances also performed wider
commercial functions with merchants drawn to these urban centres for
trading purposes. In the ancient period, the term pura was used strictly in
the sense of a fort,43 but gradually the word was used for a town irrespective
of its functions. Anahilapura, the capital town of Gujarat, was a thriving
centre of trade and was connected with all important ports and towns of
the western coast.44 Similarly Kanchipuram was an important commercial
centre to which merchants flocked with goods from distant parts.
Nadolpura was a sizeable exchange centre of the twelfth century under the
Chahamanas, and served as a distribution centre for the local villages
surrounding it.45 Several centres of trade and commerce were also referred
to as nagaras. The Girnar inscription of AD 1232 refers to Dholka as a
pramukhnagara, and it was an important exchange centre in Gujarat.46 In
south India, exchange centres with large populations were designated as
nagara, though it remains unclear whether the term was used strictly in the

40 G. Yazdani (ed.); The Early History of Deccan (rpt. New Delhi, 1982), 401.
41 Hall, Trade and Statecraft, 143,151. See also Champaklakshmi,Urbanization in medieval

Tamil Nadu', 52-3.
42 For example, Basinikonda in Chittoor district, Aiyapolil Kattur in Chingleput district

and Vikramacolapuram in Coimbatore district. See Champaklakshmi, ibid., 52-3.
43 B. Upadhyaya, Vedic sahitya aur sanskriti (in Hindi) (Varanasi, 1967), 523.
44 It was a capital town having eighty-four markets each specializing in a separate

commodity such as elephant tusk, silk, pearls and diamonds. Separate areas were
occupied by goldsmiths, artisans, physicians and navigators. See V.K. Jain, Trade and
Traders in Western India (A.D. 1000-1300) (New Delhi, 1990), 101-14,138.

45 Epigraphia Indica, vol. xi, 47ff.; earlier it was referred to as a grama in the epigraphs, ibid.,
vol. K, 56-70.

46 A.S. Altekar, A History of Ancient Towns and Cities in Gujarat and Kathiawad (Bombay,
1926), 27, n. 101.
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sense of a mercantile town.47 Occasionally larger commercial estab-
lishments were described as mahanagaras, as in an inscription of AD 933 with
reference to Talagad (or Talakada), a spatially extensive and popular centre
of exchange in Karnataka. The municipal affairs of the town were control-
led by the four pattanasettis who were granted numerous tax concessions
as a reward for developing Talakada.48 An inscription of AD 1095-96 of King
Vikramaditya VI of the western Chalukyan dynasty refers to Lokkigundi as
a mahanagara49 whose merchants were organized into separate guilds and
dealt in a variety of goods.50 It was also a centre of minting activities in
Karnataka.51 The term puram52 was also added as a suffix to the names of
trade and commercial centres where merchants flocked from distant areas
for trade transactions. Between the sixth and tenth centuries Mamallapu-
ram was one such port town situated on the Coromandel coast where
Indian and foreign merchants came with their merchandise for sale.
Nandipuram was also an important commercial and administrative centre
in south India, and similarly during the Pallava (AD 580-899) and Cola (AD
850-1279) ages, Kanchipuram was a major commercial centre with political
and religious significance.

It is clear that some specific terminology existed for the centres of trade
and commerce. Equally, some flexibility in the use of terms cannot be
ignored as, with the passage of time, town functions also changed.

Capital towns
The capitals of ruling elites formed another important category of urban
settlements. The word rajadhani has been used in literary and epigraphic
sources primarily to denote a capital town in ancient India. The Mayamata
distinguishes rajadhani from an ordinary town since it had a royal palace
and so was a royal capital;53 the Samaranganasutradhara also refers to rajad-
hani as the chief seat of a king,54 while the Aparajitaprccha55 employs the term
pura to refer to the largest of the settlements used by a king, distinguishing
it from the nagara, a feudal headquarters and the residence of the nrpa.

Sources both epigraphic and literary refer to capital towns as the centre
of administration, commerce and culture. Since Harappan times in the third

47 Yazdani, Early History ofDeccan, 401.
48 Mysore Archaeological Reports, 1911-12,37; See also Report for 1920,35.
49 Indian Antiquary, vol. x (1881), 186-8.
50 Epigraphia Indica, vols xn, 25-7, and xv, 361.
51 Ibid., vols xrv, 273, and xv, 362.
52 The epithet puram was more frequently used with south Indian commercial centres, see

Champaklakshmi,1Jrbanization in medieval Tamil Nadu', 40-3.
53 Mayamata, ch. x, 19.
54 Samaranganasutradhara, ch. xvra, 2. Both in north and south Indian texts the word

rajadhani has been used to denote capital towns.
55 Aparajitaprccha, chs LXX, 1, Lxxn and Lxxm.
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millenium BC, these cities have occupied a position of utmost importance
among all other cities. The capital was the seat of the government and
served as the residence of the king who resided in a magnificently built
palace. Though the king's efforts were directed chiefly towards the beauti-
fication of his capital and to its security, integral to the palace were residen-
tial quarters for political and military officials, markets, and other
buildings. The capital towns, with their troops of musicians, dancers and
poets primarily for the entertainment of the ruling elite, were populous
places yet there was also considerable social differentiation.

Interestingly the diverse functions of each of the five categories becomes
apparent from the fact that the rajadhani is mentioned along with the epithet
pattana. The term rajadhani-pattana clearly indicates the politico-economic
character of the town, and in addition to being the locus of a royal residence,
the town was extended deliberately in size and functioned both as a market
and as a centre of culture.56 The dynamic nature of the urban hierarchy can
be seen from the terms used to describe one capital, Puligere, which was
referred to as a nagara in the epigraph of western Chalukya ruler Vik-
ramaditya II dated AD 734-35,57 but was mentioned as a rajadhani-pattana in
an epigraph of AD 1128 of Somesvara m.58 Such was the expansion of
Puligere that its enlarged scale merited three general assemblies in order
to manage the diverse affairs of the town.59 Similarly, in a record of AD 866,
Annigere was described as a small town of the Belvola region,60 whereas
almost three centuries later, the term rajadhani-pattana was thought more
appropriate in an epigraph of AD 1157, indicating its development in terms
of both urban scale and complexity.61 This also suggests that the political
factor provided the initial stimulus to urban activity, accelerated sub-
sequently by the growth of commercial and cultural activities. In a similar
fashion the pattanas and tirthas grew more rapidly into recognizable urban
settlements when they were made the seat of the ruling elites.

Military and administrative centres
Apart from the capital cities at the apex of the urban hierarchy, glimpses of
urban activity can also be discerned in early medieval military and admin-
istrative centres. More exploitative than productive, such towns were a
logical concomitant of urbanization, though in many cases fort towns acted

56 This term is frequently used in the context of south Indian cities from the tenth century
onwards. In the earlier texts we do not find any reference to rajadhani-pattana.

57 Indian Antiquary, vol. vn (1878), 104,112.
58 South Indian Inscriptions, vol. xx, 125.
59 Epigraphia Indica, vol. v, 10-11 refers to mahajana looking into the town administration.
60 Ibid., vol. ii, 170.
61 South Indian Inscriptions, vol. xv, 82.
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as exchange centres and frequently were visited by merchants from neigh-
bouring countries in search of local products.62 Pura, which earlier meant a
fort town, was a term used interchangeably with military, commercial and
capital towns. The Ahar stone inscriptions, dated as between AD 867 and
AD 904, refer to Tattanandapura as a fully developed town which was
incorporated in the Gurjara-Pratihara empire. Due to its location and
administrative importance, Tattanandapura developed into a sizeable mar-
ket town with various bazaars, many streets and numerous houses.63 The
Sasbahu temple inscription of Mahipala dated VS1150 refers to the durga of
Gopadri (Gwalior)64 where the fort was commanded by the kottapala, while
the rest of the city was administered by a board comprised of merchants,
traders and other representatives.65 Again, the administrative arrange-
ments indicate that the fort of Gwalior also performed the functions of a
town. In eastern India, Dandapura, a large city with a strong fort, was made
the capital of the Palas by king Gopala in AD 740, and also functioned as an
important centre of Buddhist learning.66

In south India pura and puram settlements had a distinctive social com-
position since they served as capital towns, major exchange centres and
also as administrative centres. Mudikondacolapuram or Palaiyarai devel-
oped into a large city when it was chosen as the residential capital by the
Colas;67 Karvandapuram in south India was an important fort of the local
ruler, Nedunjeliyam, under whose influence it developed into a town of
some significance.68

In addition to administrative centres, contemporary sources refer to
skandhavara or military camps, and these played a major, formative role in
the development of ancient Indian towns.69 Askandhavara is described as a
heavily populated settlement with a royal palace, near a forested region or
river.70 The Manasara refers to it as a type of fort with structures and gardens
not dissimilar to those of a royal court, and one with many dwellings.71 The

62 Travancore Archaeological Series, vol. n, 77. Quilon is referred to as an important port of
south India which was a fort of Venadu princes. It was visited by the merchants of
foreign countries such as Arabia, Egypt and Europe.

63 Epigraphia Indica, vol. xix, 52ff; Tattanandapura was an important urban settlement of
early medieval period and is confirmed by archaeology as well, Archaeological Survey of
India, Annual Report, 1925-26,56-8. The mound at Ahar covers a total area of 3,800 acres.

64 Indian Antiquary, vol. xv (1886), 36.
65 Epigraphia Indica, vol. 1,160.
66 S.M. Karimi, 'Origins and evaluation of towns in Bihar', Journal of the Bihar Research

Society, vol. ux, pts 1-4,88-9.
67 Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report, 1936-37,75.
68 Annual Progress Report, Madras and Coorg, 1904-5,41.
69 U.N. Upadhyaya, 'Skandhavara as precursor of ancient cities', Journal of the Ganganatha

Jha Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, vol. xu, pts 1-2, (1985), 11.
70 Mayamata, ch. x, 35b-36a.
71 Manasara, ch. x, 85-7.
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inscriptional evidence suggests that such settlements had gardens, groves,
bowers, temples and in many cases served the purpose of a royal capital.72

It has been deduced that before the beginning of a war, the site was selected
to serve as the base for military operations against enemies, and later, some,
though not all, such bases developed into cities. These army camps were
provided with all facilities normally available in towns;73 they were well
laid out as settlements, and subscribed to the contemporary manuals of
civic architecture, and were 'nothing short of miniature cities'.74

The practice of establishing jaya-skmdhavaras became very popular dur-
ing the early medieval period, and in some cases these settlements devel-
oped into cities themselves. For example, a seventh-century inscription by
the Chaluya king refers to Puligere as a skandavara, yet an epigraph of the
Saka year 656 (AD 734-35) by the western Chalukya king Vikramaditya m
referred to it as nagara,75 and by the twelfth century, the term rajadhani-
pattana was used in an epigraph to describe Puligere.76 The terminological
transition indicated the progressive, if gradual, development of Puligere
from military camp to a capital city, and consequently its role in initiating
cultural and economic activities in the area between the eighth and twelfth
centuries.77

Religious centres or tirthas
The religious centres or tirthas78 form another category of urban settlement.
From afar, pilgrims journeyed to these holy places to see their beautiful
temples and idols, to bathe, worship, and to perform religious rituals. Such
congregations offered a boost to local economic activity. The land and other
endowments made available to sustain the temple undoubtedly resulted
in the production of agricultural surpluses and in turn necessitated a search
for markets. In early medieval India, the temple was unquestionably the
most important constituent of both rural and urban settlements. Since the
temple was acknowledged as an essential element in the cultural life
surrounding it, architectural treatises such as the Mayamata, Samaran-
ganasutradhara and Manasara each laid particular emphasis on the construc-
tion and location of a temple within the city.

71 Epigraphia Indica, vol. xxvm, 269.
73 Magha, Sisupalavadha, v.
74 B.B. Dutt, Town Planning in Ancient India (rpt. Delhi, 1977), 337.
75 Indian Antiquary, vol. vu (1878), 104-7; South Indian Inscriptions, vol. xx, 4,11.
76 Ibid., 125.
77 Similarly the Pala kings established many jaya-skandhavaras which served as the

rajadhanis of the Pala kings. The archaeological excavations conducted at a few sites
reveal that these army camps covered wide areas. Even if these were not permanently
inhabited by the king, they did play an important role in a similar manner as the towns
of the period did.

78 Tirthas are mainly the places of pilgrimages usually on the banks of the streams; cf.
M. Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (New Delhi, 1960), 449.
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Buddhism had a decisive influence on the growth and decay of urban
settlements. According to Hiuen Tsang, several former Buddhist centres
were deserted as a combined result of the re-emergence of Brahmanism,
and the lack of Buddhist patronage in towns such as Sravasti, Kapilvastu
and Kusinagara, each of which surrendered its earlier metropolitan impor-
tance.79

Some religious centres, such as Sravana Belgola in Karnataka, did con-
tinue to develop, albeit along commercial lines. Sufficient concentrations
of worshippers encouraged many traders to use Sravana Belgola as a
profitable centre for their activities, and its increasing mercantile impor-
tance eventually superseded its religious significance. Similarly, other
tirthas — Varanasi, Pushkara, Kanchipuram, Kudamukku, Tiruvidai-
marudur — were religious complexes in which major economic activities
centred around impressive temples, and which in turn gave an impetus to
urban development.

Educational centres
Another type of settlement which assumed an urban character was the
centre of education, referred to as agraharas and brahmadeyas in the inscrip-
tions. Brahmadeyas*0 became unique centres of literary activities and were
held in high esteem in the surrounding areas. The village settlements gifted
to educational establishments were areas of cultivation to support them; in
turn, the increased agricultural production from these estates and the need
to distribute it paved the way for the emergence of trade centres and the
development of a market economy. This is not to suggest that every village
involved in educational activities developed eventually into an urban
centre, and even in those cases where the transition did take place, it was
often a gradual process. The prospects were best, however, where clusters
of brahmadeya and devadana holdings emerged, as in Kumbhakonam in
Tanjore district.81 Gradually the addition of suffixes pura and yattana to
some such settlements indicates that these settlements changed their char-
acter due, primarily, to the extension in size of the settlement, the increase

79 See S. Beal, Si-yu-ki: Buddhist Records of the Western World (rpt. New Delhi, 1983), 1-43.
The decline in these settlements has been proved by archaeological excavations. For
example see K.K. Sinha, Excavations at Sravasti, 1959 (Varanasi, 1967); Archaeological
Survey of India, Annual Report, 1907-8; Indian Archaeology: A Review, 1973-74, and
Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report, 1904-5.

80 The villages gifted to brahmanas are referred to as agraharam, agra-brahmadeya and
brahma-manglam. B. Stein, Peasant State and Society in Medieval South India (New Delhi,
1980), 145, however, assigns different meanings to agraharam, i.e. a set of privileges
enjoyed by brahmadeya brahmanas were much higher than those enjoyed by agraharam
brahmanas.

81 Champaklakshmi, "Urbanization in medieval Tamil Nadu', pp. 39-43; see also
J. Heitzman, Temple urbanism in medieval south India', Journal of Asian Studies, xvu
(1987), 791-826.
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in population, and the proliferation of economic activities required to
service the educational establishment.82

Villages established for educational purposes were surrounded by for-
tifications and the temple was the special feature of these settlements.
Kabbur, situated at some distance to the north-east of Maikonda, was a
prominent agrahara town of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and was
surrounded by a ruined fort wall. The Kalas inscription of Saka 851 refers
to brahmadeya Ereyana-Kadiyur which was a brahmana estate adorned with
beautiful parks and splendid pools, and an educational centre of some
repute of which the residents were duly proud.83 Kodaganur, an agrahara
town famous for its ancient temples,84 and Huligol, an agrahara town in south
India, were other settlements in which initially temples figured promi-
nently, but which also developed into leading trade and commercial cen-
tres.85

Other types of educational centres known as tnathas and viharas played
a crucial role in society by educating students.86 The tnathas of Kashmir
drew students from different regions, and students' unrestricted move-
ment into this area suggests that Kashmir was a great centre of learning.87

Normally, the mathas were attached to temples, and jointly they contributed
an important institutional influence on urban growth since they offered a
concentrated market to itinerant traders and a boost to commercial oppor-
tunities.88 Two monastic settlements, Nalanda and Vikramasila, were cen-
tres of international learning, and as such could retain urban traditions
because of their educational importance. An eighth-century epigraph refers
to Nalanda as excelling all other towns and cities on account of its scholars
who were well versed in sacred texts and philosophy.89 The sources reveal
also that the temple colleges in both north and south India served as centres
of learning from the tenth century, and that these colleges had hostels and
hospitals for students, and that teachers were paid high salaries. Where

82 Maningavalli, a brahmana settlement, developed into Malurpatana, see R.N. Nandi,
'Growth of rural economy in early feudal India', Presidential address, Proceedings of the
Indian History Congress, 45th session (Annamalainagar, 1984), 89. n. 230 (separately
printed text used). Similarly Mannarkoyil, earlier a brahmadeya settlement, became the
nucleus of an urban centre along with two nagarams Rajendracolapuram and Vindanur.
Itinerant merchant guilds and big merchants from Kumbhakonam region participated
in the commercial activities, see Champaklakshmi, IJrbanization in medieval Tamil
Nadu', 41-2.

83 Epigraphia Indica, vol. xm, 334; also see A.S. Altekar, Education in Ancient India,
(Varanasi, 1957), 142-3.

84 Annual Report of the Mysore Archaeological Department, 1939,84.
85 Southern Indian Inscriptions, vol. xv, 136.
86 Cf. ibid., n. 26.
87 M. Kaul (ed.), Desopadesa and Narmamab of Kshemendra, Kashmir Series of Text and

Studies, no. 40 (Poona, 1923), 8.
88 Champaklakshmi, IJrbanization in medieval Tamil Nadu', 42.
89 Epigraphia Indica, vol. xx, 43.
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they were attached to temples, the reputation of these educational centres
definitely encouraged urban development.

Conclusion
The classification of urban centres into different categories suggests that the
basic distinction among them was functional. This functional differentia-
tion largely depended on several factors such as topography, geography,
population size and density, social structure, economic initiatives and
administrative directives. Accordingly, urban centres have been classified
according to their politico-adminstrative status, port and trade functions,
defensive roles, and as centres of education and culture. Both epigraphic
and literary sources also refer to some form of hierarchy among the urban
centres on the basis of their size.

Architectural treatises such as Samaranganasutradhara refer to the pura
(town) as a settlement larger than the kheta, which in turn was larger than
the grama — the smallest settlement.90 The Aparajitaprccha refers to pura,
grama, khetaka, kuta and karvata in descending order, and in which each
succeeding unit was regarded as measuring half of the preceding one — a
medieval version of the rank size rule.91 Similar urban hierarchies and
proportionalities have been found in the Mayamata.92 The pura and nagara
served as smaller administrative and trade centres, whereas rajadhanis were
capital towns, and rajadhani-pattana functioned as large cities performing
multiple functions. Nagarams operated as smaller market centres for the
local villages. Pattanas were large exchange centres where international
commerce was carried on smoothly; erivirapattanas and bananjuvattanas
were commercially important centres where merchants and merchant-
guilds exclusively controlled town activities. The grama settlements were
commonly associated with rural activities though they did, at times, func-
tion as centres of foreign trade where local traders were involved in intense
economic activities.93

Nevertheless, while the towns of early medieval India performed spe-
cific functions, complete exclusiveness was impossible. Each urban centre
had to fulfil certain basic requirements of the citizens and thus it performed
economic, administrative and cultural functions simultaneously. A system-
atic study of both epigraphic sources and architectural treatises makes our

90 Samaranganasutradhara, ch. x, 79-80.
91 Aparajitaprccha, chs Lxxiu, 26 and cvn, 21.
92 Mayamata, ch. x, 1-13; Manasara, ch. x, 1-37, also gives certain dimensions for large and

small cities. This might have regulated the diverse functions of the cities.
93 Manigrama was one such settlement on the Konkan coast where flourishing commerce

was carried on with foreign countries, see Epigraphia Indica, vol. 1,44. Also see Epigraphia
Indica, vol. xm, 15-36 for Venugrama which was also an important trade centre in north
Kamataka. Groups of traders and manufacturers actively carried on their business here
with the neighbouring countries.
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understanding of early medieval urbanism much clearer, and the meanings
of several epithets used for towns and cities become much sharper and
more specific as a result.

Himachal Pradesh University, Simla
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